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Introduction
In a symposium at the Building Centre on November 30th with over 200 delegates, proposals were
formulated for taking the long road to achieving Copenhagen levels of cycling in appropriate parts of
London. The symposium was organised by the London Borough of Ealing and URBED, with support
from New London Architecture, and was sponsored by Berkeley First, the Danish Embassy, Peter
Brett Associates and JMP. This report highlights the main messages, with images from the
symposium. 1

Pat Hayes, Executive Director of housing and regeneration,
Ealing Council, welcomes delegates
Visiting speakers Niels Tørsløv, City of Copenhagen
and Jeff Risom, Gehl Architects

Delegates take up the suggestion of arriving on bike,
made easier with the help of cycle-hoop who provided the
parking

Delegates pack into The Building Centre conference
rooms proving cycling is a hot topic
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For further information and statistics on cycling in Copenhagen please see http://www.cycling-embassy.dk/2012/05/10/cycleconcepts2012/ and also the brochure, Copenhagen city of cyclists which was handed out in the delegate pack at the symposium
http://velotraffic.com/wp-content/uploads/2011/07/bicycle-account-2010-copenhagen.pdf
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Presentations
Cycling is good for you
Julian Bell, Leader of Ealing Council, is a recent convert but cycled 2012 miles last year. As a result he is far
fitter (he lost a stone in weight), and gets places faster. He now wants Ealing to lead the way to making
London ‘a cycling city’, which requires some dedicated infrastructure and a mind shift.
Cycling needs to be normal
Pat Hayes, Ealing’s Director of Regeneration and Housing, argued for making cycling far safer and simpler in
order to get ordinary people to use bikes for short trips where they currently use their cars. Only 2% of trips
are by bike, largely due to fears for safety. He said cycling suits suburbs where orbital public transport is
inherently poor, and where there is often road space, provided we changed our priorities. Cycle provision is
still very patchy, despite some achievements like the ‘Cycle hub’ outside Ealing Broadway Station. Reducing
car journeys would make suburbs much more liveable by improving the public realm and calming our town
centres.

“The Barriers: cycling is not seen as a normal travel
choice except by the cycling fraternity, fanatics and
racer”. (Illustration: Pat Hayes)

“In London the excuses are money, road space and
attitudes” (Illustration: Pat Hayes)

Cycling in the suburbs
Peter Murray, Chairman of New London Architecture centre (NLA) spoke as someone who cycles in from
Ealing almost every day, and as Hon Secretary of the Bedford Park Association. When suburbs were built
over a hundred years ago, progressive people cycled, and this helped create the good life. Today they are car
dominated. As half of all trips are under a mile, it makes sense to follow Continental examples, where bikes
are used to get to school and for daily shopping, as well as for many people getting to work or the station.
The whole of built-up London needs to be a 20 mph zone, and we should follow the Danish model of using
parked cars to defend cyclists against trips.
4

“When the suburbs were built, progressive people cycle”
(Illustration: Peter Murray)

“Inconsistencies make cycling unsafe such as cycle lanes
which suddenly end” (Illustrations: Peter Murray)

“A reduction in speed in the suburbs would make cycling much safer” (Illustration: Peter Murray)
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Copenhagen adopted a ‘cyclists first’ strategy
Niels Tørsløv, Director of Traffic Department for the City of Copenhagen showed how the City had turned
itself into the capital of cycling by making it normal. The density of the two cities is similar, and Denmark has a
harsher climate. Yet 37% of people get to work by bike, 50% of those living in Copenhagen, and 30,000 trips a
day are made along the busiest routes. Furthermore 28% of young families have a cargo bike.
Like London, cars had taken over from
cycling, which reached its lowest level in
1972. The oil crisis in 1980 caused a shift in
thinking, with the first cycle track installed in
1981. The city invests £18 million a year,
and this pays off, as economic studies have
proved, helping to make Copenhagen one
of the world’s favourite cities. The reasons
why people cycle are straightforward; 88%
say it is quick and easy, 32% do it for
exercise, 29% because it is cheap, and only
9% because it is environmentally friendly.
The City has progressively adopted higher
environmental standards, (the main
The Bike is the preferred mode of transport in Copenhagen (Illustration: shopping street Stroget was pedestrianised
Niels Tørsløv)
in the 1960s) and is now aiming for 50% of
trips by 2015 as part of achieving a carbon
neutral city by 2020. 22 authorities are now
collaborating on promoting long-distance
commuting (10-20 kilometres) on 26 routes,
with measures such as bridges over busy
roads, and turning main roads into streets
by taking space away from cars. ‘Cycling
brings human beings onto streets, and is
fundamental to city life’.

Trips by bike have increased over forty years as investment has been
put into cycling (Illustration: Niels Tørsløv)

Innovative ideas include planning the new
town of Orestad (which financed the metro)
as the ‘five minute city’ where everything is
close at hand, smart phone apps to get
quick reactions, ‘green waves’ through
traffic lights as there is safety in numbers,
and ‘appreciative design’ to make cycling
as easy as possible.

The benefits of cycling are endless. In Copenhagen, ”When a person chooses to cycle - this is a gain for
society of DKK 1.22 per cycled kilometre. Conversely, society suffers a net loss of DKK 0.69 per kilometre
driven by car.” Additionally, the net health impact is 4.72 DKK per KM or 1.7 billion DKK per year.
6

(Illustration: Niels Tørsløv)
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Niels concluded by outlining Copenhagens recipe for success:









Personal political dedication is crucial
Personal dedicated leadership in the administration is crucial
Build a showcase - testing and experimenting are the vitamins for real changes
Take specially care of intersections and crossings
Choose signature projects that communicates the idea of a human scaled city
Aestetics matters ! If it doesn´t feels right - it won´t work….
Provide credible documentation and ongoing monitoring
Make investments for the next cyclist

Cycling helps make a city great
Jeff Risom, Associate, head of Institute, Gehl Architects, showed that it is the interaction between urban form
and life that makes some places lively while others become unsafe and deserted. He illustrated how the
model Copenhagen pioneered is being successfully transferred to other cities. The problem is essentially
about people, not technology, and requires coexistence; 75% of motorists in Copenhagen are also cyclists so
they know to watch out. Sociability, mobility and the quality of the environment are closely linked. A good
example is Brighton New Road, which has been turned into a Shared Surface.

“Brighton New Road before and after. The result was a 93% reduction in motorized traffic, car speeds fell to <13mph, 22
% increase in cycling, 150% increase in pedestrian activity and a 600% increase in lingering activity. Success is attributed
to systematically analyzing sociability, mobility and the quality of the environment together.”
(Illustrations and statistics: Jeff Risom)

A City needn’t copy Copenhagen exactly; rather, follow the same recipe to succeed. Gehls Architects
suggests a City define its own design in accord with four simple steps:
1. It’s about people: Prioritize the user and how they make decisions. This is as much about politics
and culture as it is about technical solutions.
2. People first design does matter: The 4 C’s in bicycle mobility.
8

a. Consistent (a single model)
b. Connected (in the places where most people want to be)
c. Continuous (integrated but never finished)
d. Comfortable (details such as sheltered bike parking or foot-rests at intersections)
3. Forge Partnerships: Enable champions across numerous agencies, disciplines, stakeholders
4. Measure, test refine:
a. Establish a base case
b. Test in scale 1:1 pilots
c. Refine the design based on opportunities and obstacles to human behavior
5. A bikeable city is a livable city; improving cycling as a means not an end.
As outlined above, partnerships must be forged, and as cycling cuts journeys to work (only 50 minutes a day),
there is more time for socialising which makes people happier. Cycle ways provide 90% of the capacity of a
roadway for 1.3% of the cost. Significantly studies show that children who bike to school learn better
regardless of whether they have had breakfast!
Finally it is essential to measure, test and refine. The project for Time Square in New York started by showing
it was not a square, then transforming it through pilot projects so the car no longer dominated, with access
still allowed but not through traffic. ‘A bikeable city is a livable city, and people change not when you tell them
to but when the context is right’.

“Consistency means we choose one principle and stick with it. EVERYWHERE!”
(Illustrations: Jeff Risom)

People first design: if the
pizza box doesn’t fit, don’t
try to stop people eating
pizza. Simply, design a
new rubbish bin. “Show
9
rather than tell”.
(Illustration: Jeff Risom)

Efficiency

“Copenhagen has proven the efficiency of Bicycle tracks and the same model has been transferred to New York”
(Illustrations: Jeff Risom)

London has a long way to go – but is on its way
Ben Plowden, Director of Planning, Transport for London, showed how the resources for cycling were being
greatly increased, and the timing is now right for a major shift. Though London started off far behind other
cities, cycling is now growing at the same rate it did in Amsterdam. We need to get above the threshold where
cyclists are generally visible. As well as short hops in Central London, where cycle hire has really taken off,
the priority is now shifting behaviour in Outer London for both commuting and local trips. There need to be a
package of measures to build, support and promote cycling.

“I believe that the cycle-ised
city is the civilised city”,
Mayor of London Boris
Johnson:
“The aim is a 400% increase in
cycling by 2026”. (Illustrations
and figures: Ben Plowden)
TfL investment in Cycling (Illustration: Ben Plowden)
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(Illustrations: Ben Plowden)
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There are plenty of practical steps to take
The panel responded to a range of questions, and their responses highlighted some steps forward:








Parking cars at angles could replace places lost to cycle lanes.
Cycle parking facilities are needed in shared areas such as More London and East Croydon Station
(which means overcoming architects’ and landlords’ objections.)
Nuisance from construction lorries can be reduced through deliveries out of peak hours
Suburban town centres need to be linked up through collaboration between boroughs
Cycling is popular in the suburbs of Copenhagen and 25% of trips between 6-10 miles are by bike,
and all children learn to ride a bike with safer routes to schools
Access by bike can affect property values by making areas more accessible, and Copenhagen uses
pilot projects to test out the impact of giving more space to cyclists and shops on routes into the city
centre
Long-term plans as well as short term actions are needed to build confidence, and events can be used
to see what it would be like to exclude cars, as in New York –‘if it feels great and it is fun, you go for it’.

Feedback from the workshops raised some key points
Ed Watson of Camden Council reported on cycling in Camden and said the infrastructure had evolved and
now needed refreshing in some parts. Major schemes to make Tottenham Court Road and Gower Street two
ways could transform the experience of moving around in Central London. However the system for bringing
about improvements is very complex.
Mark Ames from ibikelondon explored what it might take to convince your Nan to ride a bike. If London is to
achieve a much higher cycling rate then many more people will need to decide that cycling is a safe thing for
them to do; including more women, older people and children. Whilst targeted training is useful, the
workshop concluded that separated cycling infrastructure suitable for all abilities of cyclists was the missing
link on London's busiest roads.
Robin Hickman of UCL reviewed opportunities around Ealing Broadway station, and argued that values need
to change so that pedestrians and cyclists get priority in town centres. Ealing should live up to its former claim
of ‘Queen of the suburbs’ and make the area exemplary. This means reducing traffic capacity and testing out
good practice from Copenhagen and elsewhere, such as the Walworth Road in Southwark, which has been
transformed.
Ben Plowden from TfL focused on making streets work said that street design needs to reflect competing
functions and a typology of roles. Design should be fit for purpose. Political leadership is needed, backed up
by bureaucrats, to tackle places that clearly do not work.
Kathryn Firth at LLDC looked at designing places for the future and said that the aim should be to provide
greater choice so everyone feels comfortable. Signs should be avoided by designing places so it is obvious
12

what behaviour is appropriate, for example slowing down in a park. The priority is to sort out junctions and
reallocate space.
Tim Hapgood and Thomas Derstroff from JMP explored whether it was best ‘to share or not to share’ and
reported that most of the group favoured segregation. However it should depend on volumes. A priority was
to turn roundabouts into crossroads where possible (as has been done in Denmark), to make turning safer
and easier for cyclists, and crossing easier for pedestrians.

Conclusions
In conclusion to the symposium Pat Hayes thanked all who had made the event possible, and said that
URBED were producing a report that would try to summarise the main conclusions. The same day the Mayor
of London announced a major investment programme for cycling, so the timing should be right for a step
change.
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Appendix A: Programme
08.30

Registration

11:00

Coffee break

09:00

Opening words
Julian Bell, Leader, Ealing Council

11:30

Workshops in the following groups:

09:10

09:20

Welcome and aims
Pat Hayes, Executive Director of Regeneration and
Housing, London Borough of Ealing

What makes a good suburb?
Peter Murray, Chairman, NLA, and secretary of the Bedford
Park Association

Workshop 1: Camden on two wheels - A bicycle ride of Camden. Ed
Watson, Assistant Director Regeneration and Planning, Camden
Council
Workshop2: “Every day and ordinary cycling - how do you get your
Nan to ride a bike?”
Mark Ames, I Bike London
Workshop 3: Ealing Broadway - Applying good practice. Rob Hickman,
Senior Lecturer, Bartlett School of Planning, UCL
Workshop 4: Making streets work. Ben Plowden, Director of Planning,
TFL

09:40

How we did it in Copenhagen?
Niels Tørsløv, Director of Traffic Department, City of
Copenhagen

10:00

Transferring the model
Jeff Risom, Associate, Head of Gehl Institute

10:20

Response from Transport for London
Ben Plowden, Director of Planning, TFL

10:35

Workshop 5: Designing places for future . Kathryn Firth, Chief of
Design, London Legacy Development Corporation
Workshop 6: “To Share or Not to Share”. Tim Hapgood and Thomas
Derstroff, Principal Transport Planners JMP Consultants Limited.

12.30

Feedback by workshop leaders

13.00

Close

Panel Discussion

Appendix B: Workshop descriptions
Workshop 1:
Camden on two wheels - a bicycle ride of Camden
Led by Ed Watson, Assistant Director Regeneration and Planning, Camden Council
This workshop will be a 1-hour bicycle tour of Camden which will highlight some of the unique
challenges to a central city borough and show some of the original measures introduced to get people
cycling as well as some more recent initiatives. You will see what developments are taking place in
Camden to create a more liveable suburb. Please note that attendees who wish to take part in
this workshop MUST provide their own bike.

Workshop 2:
Everyday and ordinary cycling - how do you get your Nan to ride a bike?
Led by Mark Ames, Editor, ibikelondon
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As the makeup of people living in cities change, so must our streets. How will we meet the challenge
of more women, more children and more elderly people riding bicycles where we live, work and shop,
and how can we convince these people to ride in the first instance? This workshop will explore the
idea that cyclist safety and the built environment go hand in hand, and the idea behind what makes
an equal city, where even your Nan could ride a bike.

Workshop 3:
Ealing Broadway - applying good practice
Led by Rob Hickman, Senior Lecturer, Bartlett School of Planning, UCL
Ealing Broadway is an example of a suburban location that faces the challenge of a lack of space for
segregation. Given the constraints, what are the options? Dutch, German, Danish approaches? This
workshop will introduce you one example of how cycle routes could be put into Ealing Broadway and
will explore a series of other possible options as well. You will expand to discuss how town centres
and transport hubs can be reconstructed to favour cyclists and pedestrians and cut congestion and
also how this can be financed.
Workshop 4:
Making streets work
Led by Ben Plowden, Director of Planning, TfL
The street, something we use every day, but what does it mean to make a street work? Ultimately
what do we want our streets to achieve? By means of this workshop you will explore the
characteristics of streets that work versus those that don’t and will examine whether the same criteria
apply in every location. Vegetation, traffic speeds, signage and clutter; do these things matter? How
do good streets enhance the character and vitality of the community they serve? You will identify the
variables, categories or types of street as well as the obstacles and opportunities.
Workshop 5:
Designing places for future
Led by Kathryn Firth, Chief of Design, London Legacy Development Corporation
Roads aside, what design aspects need to be included in new developments in order to support a
cycling culture? In this workshop you will consider a day in the life of a resident of Queen Elizabeth
Olympic Park. How will they move around? What options do they have? How will they leave a bicycle
in different places such as the home, school, the station, shops? How does this affect different
categories of residents such as parents, commuters, and people of varying financial means? You will
expand your discussion to consider how new residential and commercial developments in general
can lead the way in providing for cyclists and yet remain connected with existing areas of the city.

Workshop 6:
To Share or Not to Share – can we all have a piece of the road?
Led by Tim Hapgood and Thomas Derstroff, Principal Transport Planners, JMP Ltd
What are the advantages and disadvantages of sharing infrastructure? What are the grey areas?
Using both a suburban and central London location you will examine aerial photographs and put
17

yourself in the shoes of the designer. What are the different design solutions; “is it best to share, or
not to share”? Do the solutions differ depending on the location? This workshop will tease out design
principles in an interactive manner and will explore experiences and views on segregation, shared
infrastructure and “Go Dutch” principles.

Appendix C: Biographies
Niels Tørsløv (born 1959) has a
background as Landscape Architect (1987)
and has since 2003 been Director of the
Traffic Department in the City of
Copenhagen. Before that he has worked at
the Danish national Road Directorate and
became head of their Department of Traffic
Safety and Environment in 2000.
Niels Tørsløv is chairman of the
OECD/JTRC Working Group on cycling
safety.

Julian Bell
Leader of Ealing Council

Julian Bell has lived in Ealing for 25 years,
arriving after his final year at Bath
University where he read Politics and
Economics and during which time he met
his wife. Julian has been interested in
politics since he was a teenager, but
became actively involved in 1992. He first
worked for the Labour Party in 1994 and
ran several election campaigns. In 2002
Julian was elected as a councilor in Ealing.
He is now serving his third term. In addition
to being Leader of the Council, Julian works
for the MP of Ealing Southall, Virendra
Sharma and spends two days a week at the
House of Commons or at his constituency
office

Pat Hayes
Executive Director of Regeneration and
Housing
Ealing Council

Pat Hayes has been Ealing's Executive
Director for Regeneration & Housing since
2007. At Ealing, he is in charge of Town
Planning, Building Control, Transport
Policy, Community Safety, Environmental
Health & Trading Standards, Regeneration,
Economic Development, Property and
Housing. Pat has developed and supported
schemes in the borough to improve cycling
infrastructure and promote cycling as a
normal mode of transportation. Pat is an
active cyclist and rides in BC open events
at Higg Hill and Hillingdon on a regular
basis.

Jeff Risom
Associate Head of Gehl Institute
Copenhagen

Peter Murray
Chairman
NLA

Peter Murray is chairman of NLA, London's
Centre for the Built Environment. He lives in
Bedford Park - the first garden suburb - and
is Deputy Chairman of the Bedford Park
Society. He is also a keen cyclist and in
2013 he will be riding from Portland Oregon
to Portland Place studying cycling
infrastructure in cities in the US and UK.

Niels Tørsløv
Director of Traffic Department
The technical and Environmental
Administration
City of Copenhagen

As Head of Gehl Institute, Jeff Risom leads
the Research and Development team at
Gehl Architects. Jeff holds an MSc in City
Design and Social Science from the London
School of Economics and a BS in
Architectural Engineering from the
University of Colorado, in the US. This
educational background and international
design experience that combines the arts
and sciences, provides Jeff a unique insight
into the technical as well as social aspects
of urban design. Jeff is currently leading
urban design projects in San Francisco and
Moscow in the City’s Museum Quarter. Jeff
is also an active teacher and guest critic at
Harvard Graduate School of Design, the
Integrated Design Studio at University of
Pennsylvania, the Cities Programme at
London School of Economics as well as at
the Royal Academy of Fine Art in
Copenhagen.
Ben Plowden
Director of Planning
Transport for London
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major multi-disciplinary projects, and has a
keen interest in cycling. He is a frequent
speaker at conferences on transport
planning issues.

Kathryn Firth
Chief of design
London Legacy Development Corporation
Ben Plowden has extensive experience of
the workings of both national and local
government, both from the “outside” as an
environmental campaigner and from the
“inside” as a senior director at Transport for
London (TfL). Ben is currently Director of
Planning, Surface Transport at TfL, a
position he has held since 2011. Ben's
responsibilities include providing the overall
strategic direction for Surface Transport
and delivery of cycling, walking, public
realm, road safety, freight and bus priority.
Before joining TfL, Ben was one of the
country's leading environmental
campaigners, ending up as the first paid
Director of the Pedestrians Association.
Ed Watson
Assistant Director, Regeneration and
Planning
Camden Council

Mark Ames is the editor of ibikelondon and
has been writing about riding a bike in
London for four years. In 2012 he fired the
starting gun for the "Love London, Go
Dutch Big Ride" setting off 10,000 cyclists
calling for roads in London to be made as
safe for cycling as they are in the
Netherlands. He’s appeared on television;
online and in print talking about bicycle
safety and in 2012 was invited to Oxford
University and the Houses of Parliament to
talk about everyday and ordinary cycling.

Kathryn Firth is the Chief of Design at the
London Legacy Development Corporation
and urban designer with over 25 years of
experience working on a variety of projects.
Prior to this appointment she was Director
of Urban Design at PLP Architecture.
Kathryn has worked on a range of
masterplanning and urban regeneration
projects in the US, Europe, the Middle East
and the UK. They include projects in
sensitive heritage contexts such as the
Somerset House masterplan and courtyard
redesign in London, and a masterplan for
the redevelopment of Covent Garden in
London’s West End.
Tim Hapgood
Principal Transport Planner
JMP Consultants Ltd

Ed has been working in Local Government
planning for over 20 years and since
January 2009 has been the Assistant
Director for Regeneration and Planning at
Camden. He leads the multi-disciplinary
Regeneration and Place Shaping teams
working amongst other things on Camden’s
Community Investment Programme – an
ambitious plan to maximise the contribution
Camden’s assets make to place shaping.
Prior to this he worked for the LGA/IDeA as
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